


PRIME BOOKSHELVES - WORLD-CLASS 
PERFORMANCE, COMPACT FORM

Designed for two-channel purists and home theater 
fans alike, there simply isn’t a finer bookshelf monitor 
available in this segment. Equally adept in home theater 
or 2-channel settings, the Prime Bookshelf can form the 
foundation to an outstanding surround sound system. 
Their handsome styling and high-end finishes will make 
you proud to have them in your home—even before 
you’ve hit the power button.

SPECIFICATION

» 1” aluminum dome tweeter
» 6.5” woofer
» Black Ash and Piano Gloss Black finish options
» 5-way binding posts
» 1.7” wide-flared rear-firing port
» Cloth grille with pin/cup retention system
» Elastomer stick-on bumper feet

(adds 3mm to height)
» Cabinet Dimensions: 13.2” (H) X 8” (W) X 9.4” (D)

(includes grille, binding posts and bumper feet)
» Weight Unboxed: 15.5 pounds

TRICKLE DOWN THEORY IN ACTION – 
ULTRA SOUND AT A PRIME PRICE

Borrowing heavily from the Ultra line, the Prime 
Bookshelf is packed with high-end technology and 
premium quality drivers, setting a new high-water mark 
for sound quality and performance value at this price 
point.

The crossover is the key to any great bookshelf, and 
our exclusive SoundMatch network is packed with 
quality components and exhaustive refinement 
for outstanding phase coherency and time domain 
behavior. The transition between tweeter and woofer 
is so smooth and seamless you’ll swear it sounds like a 
single full-range drive.

DRIVER AND CROSSOVER DETAILS

The 1” aluminum dome tweeter utilizes an FEA-optimized 
diffuser which delivers a very open ‘airy’ presentation 
and extremely unveiled highs.

The 6.5” woofer delivers rich and articulate bass and 
outstanding extension, courtesy of a polypropylene 
cone, a refined motor with an aluminum shorting ring 
for reduced distortion, a vented voice coil former, and 
unique all-new cast ABS-fiberglass-carbon composite 
basket for precise component alignment.

Our exclusive SoundMatch crossover features premium-
grade capacitors, air-core inductors and heavy-trace 
printed circuit boards. Extensive development yields 
excellent total radiated sound power, outstanding phase 
coherency and razor sharp time domain behavior.

STUNNING SOUND QUALITY

In a 2-channel setting, Prime Bookshelf delivers a full and 
rich stand-alone audio experience with a 6.25” woofer 
for deep and articulate bass and a 1” aluminum dome 
tweeter for air presentation and unrivaled highs —true 
to the legacy of high-end, 2-way monitors. Stereo purists 
will rejoice at the amazing imaging, soundstage and 
fidelity delivered by the Prime Bookshelf. Whether you’re 
kicking back Saturday evening with a single malt and 
Dylan, or enjoying freshly ground coffee Sunday morning 
with Brubeck – the Prime Bookshelf has it covered.


